
 

10 KEYS TO CREATING AN ORGANIZATION THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE 
by Alvin Irby 
 
1. Be open-minded 
You may not know what job you were born to do or what you can do better than anyone else. A 
great way to uncover your passion and discover your gifts is to try new things and visit new 
places. Open-mindedness is essential to building a successful organization and having a 
positive impact on society. Don’t forget to “Try the Asparagus.” I use this phrase as a metaphor 
to encourage people to try new experiences even if you think you might not like them. 
 
2. Respect your ideas 
In an age of apps, texting, newsfeeds, and facetime, there is a constant barrage of things vying 
for your attention and mental energy. Don’t leave your memory to bear the burden of not 
forgetting important stuff. Use a notes app on your phone or a pen and pad to record important 
thoughts, questions, or ideas. Respect your ideas enough to write them down.  
 
3. Test a minimum viable product 
Don’t spend a lot of time and money creating something that you haven’t tested in some 
capacity. Start with the simplest and cheapest version of your idea and test it out on your target 
audience. Observe and record honestly and let the results of your tests drive your decisions and 
iterations. Creating a product or providing a service that no one wants is a recipe for failure. 
 
4. Don’t choose a wack name 
Your organization or program name/logo shapes people’s first impressions of what it does and 
stands for. The name/logo should help with marketing and promotion and not hinder it. The 
more time potential supporters, customers, and donors spend confused by your org’s name or 
logo, the less time they spend learning about how your org is changing the world. Names don’t 
need to be fancy but originality and effectiveness matter. Google your proposed name and 
check for its availability on the major social media platforms. Be original. Be clever. 
 
5. Embrace your conviction and passion 
Don’t shy away from what you do well and what gives you purpose. Be comfortable in your skin 
and create space for you to become great at the things you do well. Work with individuals who 
share your passion and ensure that your organization has a clear and simple idea that drives 
your strategy and execution. Any good idea will attract opinions, suggestions, and criticism 
about what should or shouldn’t be happening. Allow your simple idea, product, or service and 
the feedback you receive from clients to serve as your guiding light otherwise you risk mission 
drift which hampers the effectiveness, growth, and sustainability of your organization.  
 
6. Surround yourself with smart people 
Smart people in this context does not refer narrowly to the number of books a person has read 
or the number of degrees a person has obtained, but rather to their practical knowledge, 
experience, character, and honesty. Having smart people around who aren’t willing to provide 
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you with truthful feedback and constructive criticism limits your progress as a leader and 
negatively impacts your organization. From board members to frontline staff, your organization 
should inspire to maintain a culture of continual growth, thoughtful reflection, and research or 
data-informed decision making.  
 
7. Create your own safety net 
Starting an organization, especially a nonprofit, requires a lot of time, effort, and sacrifice. 
Making an organization profitable and sustainable requires next level commitment. There are a 
lot more orgs that fail than those that succeed and scale. Success doesn’t happen overnight, so 
you should seriously evaluate your current financial and family situation. The perfect conditions 
to start a new organization may never emerge, but you can certainly take steps to maintain your 
sanity and health during the rough patches. Do you need to downsize your house or apartment? 
Do you need to start cooking instead of eating out? Have you lined up alternative streams of 
income that can help you keep a roof over your head when revenue is low? Roommates? It’s 
easy to be innovative and take risks when a rich uncle is paying your rent. Save money and 
create a game plan. 
 
8. Check your ego 
No matter how talented or skilled you are, no one person can single handedly build a successful 
organization. Bring on the right people and free those individuals to do the work that they are 
paid to do. Being a founder doesn’t mean you’re always right. A fancy title, status, or increased 
publicity doesn’t mean your org or program is impactful. Make space for team members to share 
ideas, make decisions, and inform the strategy of your organization and its programs. Use data 
and feedback from your clients or customers to make decisions. Thinking you know better than 
the people you’re trying serve is a very quick way to become irrelevant.  
 
9. Keep learning 
Growth mindset is essential to being a successful social entrepreneurship. Be open to learning 
in all its varied forms. Creating a culture where listening, reading, testing, and reflecting are not 
just tolerated but actively encouraged and supported will lead to the day-to-day decisions that 
will help your organization expand its reach and deepen its impact. Know what you do well and 
create a plan to continually improve. Learn from the hard and expensive lessons that you 
receive along your journey.  
 
10. Have fun.  
Make space in your work and in your life for laughs, rest, relaxation, and hobbies. At times, you 
will need to step away from an activity, task, project, or problem to clear your head and 
re-examine it with fresh eyes. Burnout, depression, and sickness don’t allow you to perform at 
an optimal level, so build fun into your plans. Don’t wait for fun to come to you, but rather invest 
in creating environments that make you happy, productive, and balanced. 
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